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WHO WE ARE
HMS Group is a major pump and compressor equipment producer and provider
of flow control solutions and related services for oil and gas, nuclear and thermal
power generation, utilities and water supply in Russia and the CIS countries as
well as one of the leading manufacturers of skid mounted modular oilfield
equipment.

INDUSTRIAL PUMPS

OIL & GAS EQUIPMENT

We are a dynamic engineering company with successful practice in design, installation and construction and
the commissioning of complex oil and gas production and water facilities. HMS Group is a vertically integrated
holding with a modern corporate management system in which the functions of the manufacturing companies’
shareholders and that of business administration are traditionally separated. Our parent holding company is HMS
HYDRAULIC MACHINES & SYSTEMS GROUP PLC (the Republic of Cyprus), which issued securities in the form of
Global Depositary Receipts at the London Stock Exchange in February 2011. The company operates through four
divisions which employ over 15,500 people in Russia, Ukraine, Belarus and overseas.

COMPRESSORS

ENGINEERING, PROCUREMENT AND
CONSTRUCTION (EPC)

RUB 16,270 MN Revenue
19% EBITDA margin
9.1 thousand employees

RUB 10,220 MN Revenue
19% EBITDA margin
1.9 thousand employees

RUB 2,474 MN Revenue
-10% EBITDA margin
2.5 thousand employees

RUB 3,355 MN Revenue
15% EBITDA margin
1.8 thousand employees

Description

Description

Description

Description

The industrial pumps business segment is our oldest division. It
designs, engineers, manufactures and supplies a diverse range of
pumps and pump-based integrated solutions to customers in oil and
gas, power generation and water utilities sectors in Russia, the CIS
and internationally. It also provides aftermarket maintenance, repair
services and other support for its products.

The oil and gas equipment business segment manufactures, installs
and commissions modular pumping stations, automated metering
equipment, oil, gas and water processing and preparation units and
other equipment and systems used primarily for oil extraction and
transportation.

The compressor business segment was established after the
acquisition of leading Russian compressor producer
Kazankompressormash (KKM) in July 2012. In 2013, it was bolstered
by the acquisition of NIITK, a research & design institute providing
compressor technologies. The division designs, engineers,
manufactures and supplies a diverse range of compressors and
compressor-based solutions to customers in oil and gas, metals and
mining and other core industries in Russia.

The engineering, procurement and construction (EPC) business
segment provides design and engineering services, project
management and construction work for projects for customers in oil
upstream and midstream, gas upstream and water utilities sectors.

Core products and services:
– Water injection;
– Trunk pipelines;
– Oil refineries;
– Nuclear and Thermal power;
– Water utilities;
– General industrial pumps.
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Core products and services:
– Oil pumping stations and pump stations for water injection;
– Oil & gas and water processing units;
– High-precision and automated metering units;
– Tanks, reservoirs and vessels;
– Oil development equipment.

Core products and services:
– Oil and gas projects focused on design and planning;
– Oilfield surface infrastructure and pipeline construction.

Core products and services:
– Oil and gas production;
– Oil and gas transportation;
– Gas processing;
– Oil refineries;
– Oil and gas chemistry;
– Refrigeration applications for various industries.
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HIGHLIGHTS
HMS Group is a dynamically growing diverse corporation that combines leading
manufacturing (рumps, compressors, oil & gas equipment), engineering and
construction companies. Our markets are oil & gas, nuclear and thermal power
generation, water supply & utilities, metallurgy, etc.

Name

UNIT

2013 FY

2014 FY

Change yoy

Backlog

Rub mn

22,333

27,510

23%

Order intake

Rub mn

34,814

34,705

0%

Revenue

Rub mn

32,358

32,351

0%

EBITDA, adj.

Rub mn

5,238

5,272

+1%

Net debt

Rub mn

11,103

12,432

+12%

EPS

Rub

8.99

-13.83

-

Dividend per share

Rub

3.4

-

-

ROCE

%

13.9%

11%

-

Revenue

32,358

27,510

Order intake

32,351
RUB mn

33,086

22,333

27,510
RUB mn

2012
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34,705

34,705
RUB mn

18,963

2013

2014

2013

12,064

2014

12,432

2013

2014

2012

5,238

5,272

2013

2014

Total debt

11,103

16,967

13,410

12,687

2012

2013

16,967
RUB mn

12,432
RUB mn
2012

6,149

5,272
RUB mn

Net debt
34,814

EBITDA

28,960

2012

Backlog

32,351

2012

2013

2014

2014
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CEO STATEMENT

Building a more focused,
efficient and stronger
company.

Сhairman
Nikolay Yamburenko

Dear Shareholders,
2014 proved to be a distinguishing year for HMS Group. It was a
year of funding constraints, sanctions, low oil prices and a weak
ruble.
Downward trends in the Russian economy as well as the
slowing-down of investment activities in the Group’s core markets
due to imposed sanctions and limited access to capital led to delays
in customer tenders for new large infrastructure projects, which we
have historically considered priorities for our strategic development.
Nevertheless, this year we signed 2 large-size contracts to deliver
oil & gas equipment.
HMS Group pursued an active M&A strategy over the previous few
years. The key reasons for this strategy were to intensify our
presence in existing markets, enter new markets, and add new
products to our product portfolio. The acquired companies
contributed positively to the Group’s overall development. HMS
Group focused on organic development in 2014.
HMS Group has delivered creditable results, which illustrate the
intrinsic resilience of our Company. We completed large scale
projects in the industrial pumps segment in 2014, and supplemented
them with oil and gas equipment contracts. All our business
segments, excluding compressors, showed results in line with
our expectations. The lower-than-expected performance in our
compressor business was a direct consequence of the deteriorating
market conditions in Russia and postponed large tenders.
Meanwhile, our reorganized and restructured EPC business
segment delivered solid results, and we see opportunities for its
further improvement and development.
In my opinion, the theme of this annual report, Expertise Stability
Innovation, accurately demonstrates our business model. Over 20
years, we have transformed a small trading company into a leading
industrial Group, which offers a full range of products and services
for flow control solutions.
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Now it is time to optimise the Group’s structure, completely integrate
our acquired assets, and rearrange them with increased efficiency
in order to benefit from synergies and interaction across all business
segments.
Our priority is to improve business performance by unlocking
productivity improvements and leveraging our expertise throughout
our operations.
Business optimization also means an improvement in the quality
of our backlog through greater project selectivity, an emphasis on
operational performance to drive earnings, an improvement in our
capital structure and further diversification of our existing
end-markets and clients.
Internal focus is also concerned with providing a safe and healthy
work environment. Our target is to have zero work-related
accidents. Our people continue to be HMS Group’s main and the
most valuable resource.

Outlook for 2015
We expect 2015 to continue to present challenges for us. The
outlook for the Russian economy remains unchanged, so there are
still high uncertainties regarding the long-term trends. Nevertheless,
we remain confident about the future prospects of our business.
Building on our leading market positions and strategic priorities,
HMS Group is well-positioned for long-term success and profitable
growth. We believe that our markets still offer a lot of potential and
our optimisation programme, which is already underway, will make
us even better positioned to take advantage of our anticipated
opportunities.

Yours faithfully,
Nikolay Yamburenko

Chief Executive Officer
Artem Molchanov

Dear Stakeholders and Partners of HMS Group,
The slowdown in the Russian economy began in 2013, and HMS
Group faced problems with its construction sub-segment, which
generated losses. The management fixed them by selling one of our
loss-making construction companies, Sibkomplektmontazhnaladka,
and significantly restructuring along with cost cutting program
another construction asset Tomskgazstroy. As a result, EPC segment
returned to positive territory in 2014 and showed impressive growth
in profitability.
Challenging market conditions in 2014 were further complicated by
international sanctions, affecting the accessibility to credit resources
and their borrowing costs, the depreciated ruble and the more than
the threefold raise of the key rate. And last year the management
faced another difficulty related to the compressors segment and
caused by periodic volatility of Kazankompressormash’s orders
portfolio, but the recent growth of backlog assumes that the
problem has been remedied.
However, against all the odds, I am pleased to report on HMS’
sustainable operating highlights in 2014 – stable revenue with a
higher EBITDA and EBITDA margin, an increased backlog and a
solid order intake.
Herein, it is critical to emphasize our ability to counter crises,
emerge from them and strengthen our company’s resistance. In
general, HMS Group’s entire history from 1993 to today can be
described as a life in constant crisis and tough competition. The
nineties and the first half of the 2000s were a period of high interest
rates, low customer demand and lack of access to credit
resources. Despite the above factors, by 2007 we were the largest
pump producer in Russia.
Then came the crisis of 2008. In the next few years we boosted the
Group’s revenue and EBITDA twofold.
Today we are experiencing another crisis. Whatever
macroeconomical factors we have and environment we operate –
within the former USSR, on almost 1/6 of the Earth’s habitable land,
HMS Group, perhaps, is the best in the design, production and sales
of pumping and compressor equipment … and I’m assured of that
because thanks to our team we will get through this crisis
successfully.

In 2014, we replaced the large-scale ambitious ESPO project by two
new large projects, in total worth over 12 billion rubles. The first
contract was to deliver an integrated oil and gas equipment solution
for a major Siberian gas field and the second - to deliver equipment
for the extraction, transportation and processing of liquid
hydrocarbons.
If speaking about standard equipment, in 2014, the influx of small
and mid-size orders was comparable to 2013, proving the
reliability of our business model. Also, while working on the Iraq
market, we expanded our export portfolio up to several tens of
millions US dollars.
During the banking crisis in December 2014, we accumulated 2
billion rubles of own cash to be used against near debts repayment.
As a result, even in this difficult economic environment, our Net
debt/EBITDA ratio stood at a healthy level of 2.36.
We are working on enhancing HMS’ resilience to crisis phenomena
and boosting the company’s development. In the whole, the
company put in great efforts on diversification by:
– clients where Gazprom became one of the largest customers;
– segments and markets with entrance into a new market of gas
projects;
– geographical with export portfolio exceeding 30% of total pumps
backlog.
Though the markets remain highly volatile and current
developments are further impacting visibility, I believe that HMS
Group will demonstrate better performance in the upcoming period.

Yours faithfully,
Artem Molchanov
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MAP OF OPERATIONS
Hydromashservice
Founded in 1993.
Description: the associated trading company of the HMS Group
Products: pumps and units, compressors and units, oilfield,
measuring and oil&gas equipment
Services: commissions, installation supervising, repair, service
maintenance and equipment upgrade
Website: http://www.hms.biz
Location: Moscow, Russia

HMS Headquarters
HMS Group Management Company
Founded in 1993.
Description: managing company of all HMS Group’s assets.
Website: http://www.grouphms.com
Location: Moscow, Russia

INDUSTRIAL PUMPS
1

Apollo Goessnitz GmbH

Founded in 1863.
A member of HMS Group since 2012.
Products: process and standard pumps and systems, system
engineering - projecting, design and manufacture of plants for liquid
fuels, process plants, plants for water supply, automation systems
and electrical.
Apollo is certified according to ISO 9001 by Lloyd’s Register Quality
Assurance.
Website: http://www.apollo-goessnitz.de
Location: Goessnitz, Germany
2

Promburvod

Founded in 1927.
A member of HMS Group since 2007.
Products: electric driven submersible pumps for water supply,
utilities and environment.
Website: http://www.promburvod.com
Location: Minsk, Belarus
3

Bobruisk Machine Building Plant

Founded in 1898.
A member of HMS Group since 2011.
Products: pumps for oil refining, petrochemical, steel and mining,
power, pulp and paper, construction, as well as for water and water
waste and sewage in municipal, agricultural and industrial water
supply systems.
Website: http://www.bmbpump.by
Location: Bobruisk, Belarus
4

Nasosenergomash (NEM)

Founded in 1946 .
A member of HMS Group since 2004.
Products: pumps for oil and gas: midstream, upstream; thermal and
nuclear power, water supply and utilities
Website: http://www.nempump.com/en
Location: Sumy, Ukraine
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4

Russia

VNIIAEN

Founded in 1951.
Associate of HMS Group (47%) since 2007.
Description: development of pumping equipment for large
complexes of atomic and thermal power engineering; on projects of
oil, chemical, sugar and food industries, oil pipeline transportation
and maintenance of pressure in oil pools, water supply and
irrigation; at civil engineering and mining works, in underground
systems, agglomerate-and-ironmaking and steel industries,
sewerage system and cattle-breeding complexes, municipal and
public utilities etc.
Website: vniiaen.sumy.ua/en
Location: Sumy, Ukraine
5

Belarus

6
2
3

HMS Livgidromash

(before 07.07.2014 HMS pumps, before 26.08.2010
Livgidromash)
Founded in 1947.
A member of HMS Group since 2003.
Products: pumps for oil processing, petrochemical,
shipbuilding, power generation, water, utilities and
environment, agriculture.
Website: http://www.hms-pumps.com
Location: Livny, Orel region, Russia

5
4

1

Ukraine
1

OIL&GAS EQUIPMENT

Germany

5 Livnynasos
Founded in 1970.
A member of HMS Group since 2006.
Products: submersible centrifugal ECV-type pumps for municipal,
industrial, rural and household water supply as well as for irrigation
and groundwater control.
Website: http://www.livnasos.ru
Location: Livny, Orel region, Russia
6

2

Kazankompressormash (KKM)
Founded in 1932.
A member of HMS Group since 2012.
Products: centrifugal, screw compressors and systems for air and
various gases; compressor stations; refrigerators.
Website: http://www.compressormash.ru
Location: Kazan, Russia

COMPRESSORS
NIITurbokompressor N.A. V.B. SHNEPPA (NIITK)
(before 26.08.1985 – ICBS – Special Design Bureau compressor
engineering)
Founded in 1957.
A member of HMS Group since 2013.
Description: a major scientific and research and production center in
Russia to develop centrifugal, screw, rotary and scroll compressors.
Website: http://www.niitk-kazan.ru
Location: Kazan, Russia

Founded in 1998.
A member of HMS Group since 2006.
Services: pumping, drilling and other oilfield equipment repair,
maintenance and upgrade.
Website: http://www.nv-rs.ru
Location: Nizhnevartovsk, Khantymansiysk aut. district, Russia

HMS Neftemash

EPC

Dimitrovgradkhimmash (DGHM)

Founded in 1931.
A member of HMS Group since 2011.
Products: pumps for chemical processing and oil and gas, vessel
equipment, chemical equipment, spare parts for gas pumping
stations.
Website: http://www.himmash.net
Location: Dimitrovgrad, Ulyanovsk region, Russia

Nizhnevartovskremservis (NRS)

1

Institute Rostovsky Vodokanaproekt

Founded in 1932.
A member of HMS Group since 2009.
Description: institute with focus on water supply and waste water
and sewage systems and related hydro-technical facilities design.
Website: http://rvkp.ru
Location: Rostov-on-Don, Rostov region, Russia
2

Tomskgazstroy (TGS)

Founded in 1968.
A member of HMS Group since 2007.
Products: linear objects construction, reconstruction and overhaul
such as oil pipelines, gas pipelines, product pipelines, water
pipelines, condensate pipelines and power transmission lines.
Website: http://www.tgs.tomsk.ru
Location: Tomsk, Tomsk region, Russia

Giprotymenneftegaz (GTNG)
Founded in 1964.
A member of HMS Group since 2010.
Description: the leading Russian R&D center with integrated oilfield
designing for oil and gas.
Website: http://www.gtng.ru/en
Location: Tyumen, Russia

Founded in 1965.
A member of HMS Group since 2005.
Products: oil&gas equipment for oil and gas, including cluster
pumping stations and equipment for water injection systems; group
automatic measuring units for oil well gauging metering; stations for
hydraulic drives of submersible well pumps and underground oil
extraction equipment; oil pumping stations etc.
Website: http://www.hms-neftemash.ru/en
Location: Tyumen, Russia

Sibneftemash
Founded in 1976.
A member of HMS Group since 2011.
Description: special oilfield equipment development, design and
manufacture for oil exploration intensification and efficiency; current
and work over repairs, isolation works and fracturing.
Website: http://www.sibneftemash.ru/en
Location: Tyumen, Russia

Sibnefteavtomatika (SIBNA)
Founded in 1986.
A member of HMS Group since 2008.
Products: controlling devices and systems development and
manufacture for oil and gas, power generation, water, heat and gas
supply.
Website: http://sibna.ru/eng/main
Location: Tyumen, Russia
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INVESTMENT THESES
4

WELL-ESTABLISHED CUSTOMER
BASE AND STRONG RELATIONS
WITH RUSSIAN OIL & GAS MAJORS
AND POWER COMPANIES

We have a well-diversified client base of more than 6,000
customers, including numerous subsidiaries of Russia’s
largest oil and gas and energy companies.

3
1

HISTORY OF RESILIENT FINANCIAL
GROWTH

Founded in 1993 as a pump trading and servicing
company, HMS has grown organically and by pursuing an
active M&A policy that has seen the successful
completion of over 20 acquisitions aimed at either adding
products to the portfolio, or expanding into adjacent
business areas. As part of this strategy, HMS Group has
consolidated a number of leading pumps and equipment
manufacturers in the former Soviet Union since 2003, and
has formed a leading industrial group with revenue of 32.3
billion rubles in 2014.

LEADING MARKET POSITIONS IN
ALMOST ALL SEGMENTS WHERE
WE ARE PRESENTED

The largest installed base in Russia supports a stable and
resilient flow of orders for the replacement, upgrading,
modernisation and maintenance of operating equipment,
while advanced R&D capabilities allow us to offer
customers high value-added integrated solutions, which
are associated with higher margin, large contracts and
offer aftermarket opportunities.

5
2

UNIQUE R&D BASE GIVES US THE
ABILITY TO PROVIDE HIGHMARGIN INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS

DEDICATED MANAGEMENT TEAM
COMPRISED OF FOUNDERS AND
SHAREHOLDERS

HMS Group’s growth is driven by a strong management
team with a proven track record that has demonstrated its
ability to deliver organic growth and make value-added
acquisitions. The management team includes the
founders of the Group, with HMS being a core business
for its largest shareholders.

One of our core strengths is a strong focus on R&D, which
allows us to provide complex integrated solutions. HMS
Group combines leading pump R&D centers, including
design centers and research institutes at production
facilities, independent research and development centers
at our HQ, and in the production regions of Russia and the
CIS, as well as a center for innovative technologies
complying with API standards in Germany.
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STRATEGY
STRATEGY

OBJECTIVE

OPTIMISATION
&
SYNERGIES

HMS Group operates and targets the further strengthening
of its position in three key markets that have encouraging
outlooks and positive fundamentals — industrial pumps, oil
and gas equipment and compressors. We intend to benefit
from anticipated growing demand for our core equipment
in the oil and gas, water utilities and power generation
industries. Through the effective supply of standard and
customised products and integrated solutions, HMS aims
to achieve the status of preferred partner for its clients.
The Group seeks to deliver sustainable organic growth
supplemented by selective acquisitions. The successful
integration of acquired assets will allow HMS Group to
capture synergistic opportunities and realise expected
benefits. While continuing to improve operational
performance, the Group will seek to develop new
customer-oriented value-added products and services.

FOUR PILLARS OF OUR STRATEGY

Collaboration

Operational excellence

Innovation

Corporate responsibility

We work closely with our
customers and suppliers
across all business segments.
These partnerships allow us to
better understand our existing
markets and to meet the
current needs of our clients as
well as anticipate those of the
future.

We constantly seek to improve
the equipment we manufacture
and solutions we offer as well
as to develop our sales and
marketing effectiveness. A
commitment to
self-improvement leads to
higher margins and returns.

We develop new products
and technologies to provide
our clients with competitive
engineering solutions. Our
commitment to innovation
promotes our market
leadership and enables us to
enter adjacent markets.

We strictly comply with safety
standards, follow a code of
ethics in respect to all
stakeholders and target a
lowering of the environmental
impact of our operations.
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Creating long-term value for our shareholders by
achieving sustainable, profitable growth in our key
strategic markets.
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2007

HISTORY
1995

2005

HMS Group launched a pump skid
assembly business in Russia and CIS
countries. Hydromashservice became one
of the leading enterprises specializing in
the delivery of pumping equipment for
oil and gas complexes, power and water
industry and housing utilities.

HMS Group became a leading
manufacturer of high capacity customized
pumps through the acquisition of
Nasosenergomash (NEM, located in
Ukraine), one of the major companies in
the nuclear and thermal power generation
industries and trunk oil pipelines in the CIS.

1993

Highlights

2003-2004
1995

HMS Group entered the EPC market
through the acquisition of
Sibkomplektmontazhnaladka (SKMN), a
provider of integrated EPC services for the
development and construction of oilfield
infrastructure. The Company also acquired
a minority stake in Dimitrovgradhimmash
(DGHM), a manufacturer of pumps and
vessel equipment, with an option to
purchase a controlling stake in 2012, and
increased its R&D capabilities through the
acquisition of a 49% stake in VNIIAEN, an
R&D centre and the only one of its kind
in the CIS which specializes in pumping
equipment for the nuclear power
generation and oil transportation industries.

2006
2005

2009

2011

HMS Group continued to enhance its
position in the water utility, power
generation and oil and gas sectors through
the acquisition of Sibnefteavtomatika
(SibNA), a manufacturer of high-precision
measuring equipment for the oil and gas,
power generation and water utility sectors.
The Company participated in the flagship
project of the Vankor oilfield development
and the Baltic Pipeline System construction
project.

HMS Group went public in February 2011,
placing 37.2% of its stock on the London
Stock Exchange via GDRs. As a key
consolidator in the domestic pumping
industry, HMS completed 3 acquisitions
(Sibneftemash, Bobruisk Machine Building
Plant and exercised the option to acquire
its next stake in Dimitrovgradkhimmash
(DGHM)), seeking opportunities to increase
its presence in existing and adjacent
markets.

2008
2007

2010
2009

2013-2014
HMS Group made a disposal of SKMN to
make the Group’s business model more
effective, release resources, involved in the
EPC business, and use them for the active
development of the core business.

2012
2011

2013-2014

1993

2003-2004

2006

2008

2010

2012

German Tsoy, Artem Molchanov and Kirill
Molchanov founded the original pump
trading and servicing company. The
Company expanded its operations and
client base to become a leading distributor
of pumps and pumping equipment in Russia
and the CIS.

HMS Group began to manufacture pumps
after the acquisition of Livgidromash
(currently — HMS Livgidromash), one of the
largest manufacturers of industrial pumps
in the CIS. HMS Group enhanced its oil and
gas equipment offerings through the
acquisition of Neftemash (Tyumen), one of
the largest Russian producers of modular
flow control equipment for surface oilfield
sites.

HMS Group became a leading manufacturer
of submersible borehole pumps for water
through the acquisition of Livnynasos, one
of the largest producers of submersible
electric water pumps in the CIS. The
Company also acquired operational control
over Tomskgazstroy (TGS), a provider of
construction services for oil and gas
pipelines. The Company expanded its
maintenance and repair business through
the acquisition of Nizhnevartovskremservis
(NRS).

HMS Group increased its presence in the
water utility, power generation and modular
equipment sectors through the acquisitions
of Promburvod, the largest producer of
electric submersible water pumps in
Belarus, and NPO Hydromash, a
manufacturer of pumps for the thermal
power generation and oil and gas
industries that has subsequently been
joined to NEM and Rostov
Vodokanalproekt (RVKP), a leading project
and design facility for the water utility
sector.

HMS Group enhanced its design and R&D
capabilities and its position in the EPC
market through the acquisition of 51% of
the voting shares of Gyprotumenneftegas
(GTNG), a leading independent Russian
R&D centre focused on the design of the
surface infrastructure of oil and gas fields.
The Group participated in the ESPO-1
pipeline expansion project and the
construction of the ESPO-2 pipeline. The
Company commenced a large-scale
production of pumps for use in nuclear
power generation.

HMS Group entered the promising new gas
projects market with the acquisition of the
leading Russian industrial compressor
producer KKM. Pursuing the enhancement
of its pumps product portfolio, the Group
completed the acquisition of the German
manufacturer of high-end specialized
pumps, Apollo Goessnitz GmbH (Apollo),
which strengthened its market position in
industries with a need for
technologically-demanding integrated
solutions.
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BUSINESS MODEL
HMS Group focuses on customers, and all our businesses – from product
development to after-sales services – are tailored to solve their goals. The deep
understanding of our customers’ needs and markets, the ability to engineer
products to meet clients’ specific requirements and our strong expertise in
manufacturing helps us to secure mutually beneficial partnerships.

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
MARKETING AND SALES
Continuous research and development plays an essential role in the
sustained success of HMS Group. We view R&D as the cornerstone
for achieving technological leadership in the markets where we
operate. Turning the technical requirements of our customers into
innovatively engineered products strengthens our competitive
position and helps to increase our commercial success.
HMS operates a wide corporate R&D network. It includes: 5 leading
R&D centres in Russia and the CIS; 3 leading project and design
institutes dedicated to strengthening our core competencies in
oilfield design (GTNG), water facilities (RVKP) and compressor
equipment (NIITK); and one foreign innovative technology
centre - complying with offshore and oil refinery API standards
(Apollo). The Group coordinates the whole innovation cycle through
its headquarters in Moscow.
Our research and development activities are primarily directed at
improving existing products and services, the design of products to
meet specific customer needs and the development of new
products, solutions and services.
Our highly qualified and experienced R&D team, combined with
sophisticated computer technologies, enables us to create reliable,
energy-effective, efficient pumping and compressor equipment
which conforms to the requirements of Russian and foreign
customers within tight schedules.

In the majority of cases, the Group is awarded contracts following
participation in tenders. The Group builds and maintains customer
relationships at the board level, senior manager level and local
level. The negotiation of large-scale projects typically involves the
Group’s directors, senior managers, senior R&D personnel, technical
specialists, and their counterparts at the customer’s head office.
R&D personnel support the sales process by providing input at each
stage.

MANUFACTURING

Manufacturing is the core activity of HMS Group. We have built our
leading industrial group through a number of acquisitions of the
best producers of pumps, compressors and oil and gas equipment
in Russia and the CIS. At present 16 plants operate under the HMS
brand, most of which are considered flagship enterprises in their
regions.
We continuously update our production facilities and technological
processes to offer modern and competitive equipment for our
clients. In our manufacturing process, we primarily focus on the
energy efficiency, robustness, reliability and cost of our products.
HMS Group manufactures both standard and customised
equipment. We purposefully target the segment of high margin
products tailored for specific customer needs and based on our
in-house R&D design, which secures our future sales growth. Our
commitment to high quality, our solid track record and our strong
expertise make HMS the partner of choice for participating in
complex and challenging projects in the oil and gas, energy and
water utilities markets.
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Customised and modular equipment is sold directly to the
customers. Contract terms vary depending on a number of factors,
including client industry, size of the order and the scope of types of
equipment.
Standard pumps are sold mainly through an extensive trading
network of dealers and distributors accounting for over 100 partner
companies across Russia. The central sales office,
Hydromashservice, is located in Moscow. There are also 11 branches
and representatives offices in Russia and the CIS and 3 outside of
the CIS — in Milan, Dubai and Baghdad.
Equipment sales are made by professionals with strong practical
knowledge and the ambition to offer the best solution for the
customer’s specific application.
We have a well-diversified client base of around 6,000 names. A
significant share of the Group’s revenue comes from “Blue-chip”
clients, which include the largest O&G and energy companies in
Russia. A stable revenue growth comes from small-to-medium-sized
clients with annual purchases below 200 million rubles.
The improvement of our sales process and further extension of the
effective distribution system are the priorities for HMS Group.

AFTER-SALES SERVICES

When customers enter into a partnership with HMS Group, their
experience is not limited to the mere procurement of industrial
equipment. We also provide a wide range of after-sales services,
which include:
– energy audit and optimization of energy efficiency of pumping and
compressing systems;
– warranty and post-warranty maintenance;
– supply of spare parts, equipment repairs and upgrades;
– consulting and training.
We run over 20 service centres in Russia and the CIS and are
seeking to further extend this network.
In addition to carrying out the energy efficiency optimisation of
pumping / compressing systems, our team of product managers and
engineers selects tailored pumps and compressors for every type of
hydro / gas technical system. Our team works in close collaboration
with the client and provides necessary consulting services in order
to identify and prioritize all the factors which influence equipment
selection and secure the most efficient operations of pumping and
compressor system.
HMS Group provides further training programmes and technical
consulting services for the client’s operating personnel to enable
the correct, failure-free and energy-efficient use of supplied
equipment and to increase the professional qualifications of
personnel.
We are currently developing a programme to expand our
maintenance services to cover all types of supplied equipment.
HMS Group is anticipating a growing demand for after-market
services in the oil and gas, energy and utilities sectors in Russia and
the CIS in line with global long-term industry trends.
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2014 IN CONTEXT
JANUARY

AUGUST

LUKOIL Neftohim Burgas AD (Bulgaria) commissioned a compressor
unit made by KKM, intended for flare gas utilization at the oil
processing plant.

KKM and NPO “Iskra” signed a strategic cooperation agreement in
the field of production of gas transportation equipment.
Nizhnevartovskremservis completed modernization of a testing
stand for CNSg pumps to commission new products.

FEBRUARY

SEPTEMBER

Apollo signed a contract to deliver eight BB5-type API610-compliant
pumps, which are the critical parts for a new oil processing plant in
Russia, currently under construction, having won in cutthroat
competition with leading foreign pump producers.
After successful testing, Apollo supplied for the Permas Field Project
Malaysia (MURPHY Oil) a TGD-50B/10 high-pressure and high-speed
BB5 pump for offshore application, in line with the API-610 standard.

MARCH
HMS Neftemash produced and delivered a mobile non-separation
measuring unit based on the Roxar MPFM 2600 multiphase flow
meter.
HMS Neftemash completed successful field tests of the “Mera-MP”
metering unit based on a multiphase flow meter “NetOil&Gas” at a
client’s plot. That was the first test of the equipment for
high-viscosity (up to 500 cSt) oil fluid property evaluation on
sub-zero oil.

APRIL
HMS Group signed a 981 million rubles credit agreement with
Raiffeisenbank to finance its capital needs.

MAY
HMS Group and Gazprom Neft signed a 5-year strategic
cooperation agreement in the field of delivery of oil & gas and
pumping equipment for modernization and development projects of
Gazprom Neft’s companies. The document also contains regulations
regarding the information exchange on present and upcoming
products and solution of HMS and the estimated demand of
Gazprom Neft for equipment, technologies and integrated solutions.
HMS Neftemash completed successful tests of a pre-production
model of a centrifugal water-purifying machine.

JUNE
Apollo signed a contract with one of the leading international
engineering companies - Alstom Power for production and delivery
of a large quantity of pumping equipment for the Koeln Niel power
plant construction project (Germany).
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According to the contract, the customer will receive two main VS6
condensate pumps with a flow rate of 760 cubic meters per hour
and head of 97.8 meters, two main OH2 boiler feed water pumps
with a flow rate of 285.6 cubic meters per hour and head of 130
meters, as well as four heating circulation and forwarding pumps. All
of the pumping units will be produced according to API-610
standards and equipped with automation and control systems.

HMS Group made a partial redemption of its Ruble bonds series 02
for 900 million rubles, excluding accumulated coupon interest. The
company purchased 900,000 bonds at 100% par value. 3 billion
ruble bonds with a 10.75% coupon rate were issued in February
2012 and mature in February 2015. Raiffeisenbank both financed the
deal and acted as purchase agent.
Apollo delivered pumping equipment to a gas and steam turbine
power plant Lausward (Duesseldorf) ordered by Siemens. The
customer received two main condensate pumps with a flow rate of
750 cubic meters per hour and head of 291 meters and two
condensate polishing pumps in vertical can design that will be
operated with frequency converter.

Complete systems based on three vertically split centrifugal
compressor units made by KKM for the Prirazlomnaya offshore
ice-resistant oil-producing platform (Gazprom), designed for
development of the Prirazlomnoe field in the Pechora Sea shelf,
successfully passed acceptance tests. The first compressor unit is
intended to compress associated petroleum gas and deliver it as
fuel gas to the gas turbine unit for energy production, the second
unit – to compress and deliver a stripper with absorbing
(hydrocarbon) gas for hydrogen sulfide stripping on the sea platform,
and the third – a reserve unit – is utilized to supply gas turbine units
with fuel gas.
HMS Group Shareholders Annual General Meeting was held on
June 24, 2014. The shareholders approved the Company’s annual
report for 2013 and the consolidated and stand-alone financial
statements of the Group for 2013, the new composition of the Board
of Directors, voted for the payment of dividends in the amount of
3.41 rubles per GDR, and appointed Deloitte Limited, Cyprus as the
Group’s auditors, while the Group’s Directors had been authorized
to agree on the auditor’s remuneration.
HMS Group signed a credit agreement with Unicredit Bank for 800
million rubles, used for the refinancing of bank indebtedness.

JULY
KKM delivered compressor units to the Plesetsk launch site.
Multi-shaft centrifugal compressors, 250 cubic meters per minute,
outlet pressure 9 and 16 Mpa, impress and deliver air providing
support for a thermostatic system of a launching site at the
prelaunch period.
KKM completed delivery of equipment to the compressor stations of
Gazprom’s South Stream: Ekaterinovka, Bubnovka and Pisarevka.
NIITurbokompressor developed and KKM produced the first
refrigerating multiplicatory-type compressor unit for propane
compression in Russia.

capability, a turning lathe machining center (Germany), DMU 65
monoBLOCK 5-axis milling with a redefined swivel rotary table (DMG
MORI, Germany) and a HRM-15 portal machining center (South Korea).

OCTOBER
HMS Neftemash completed successful field tests of a metering unit
“Mera-MP” based on a multiphase flow meter “NetOil&Gas” at a
client’s plot. That was the first test of the equipment for
high-viscosity (up to 1,000 cPs) oil fluid property evaluation on cold
oil without the use of an inline heater.
KKM delivered a centrifugal compressor with the lubrication system
for Stavrolen (LUKoil) under a signed contract to produce and deliver
a gas booster station (GBS) consisting of a complete GPU with
capacity 25 MW and 2.2 bn ncm/year and pressure ratio 3.85. GBS
is intended to deliver dry stripped gas (DSG) produced from
associated petroleum gas (APG) from oil & gas fields of the North
Caspian to a gas transportation system (GTS) of Gazprom.

NOVEMBER
Lukoil – Permneftegazpererabotka (Lukoil-PNGP) successfully
brought into production three turbine-driven GTUs made by KKM.
These gas transportation units, based on 4GC-70/17-62 GTU
centrifugal compressors with turbine drives of 6 MW capacity and
made by JSC “Aviadvigatel”, are intended to compress dry stripped
gas and deliver into a main gas pipeline of Gazprom and to a
power generating unit of Lukoil-PNGP. Centrifugal compressors for
GTUs were designed by NIITurbokompressor , made single-casing
and two-section, without industrial cooling, and provide
compression ratio 3.6.
Livnynasos completed modernization of its machine production.

DECEMBER
HMS Neftemash completed the largest multiphase metrological test
flow facility in Russia to verify and assess the up-to-date multiphase
metering units as per the Russian state verification schedule.
Apollo signed an agreement to deliver API-610-complaint pumping
equipment to Kraken FPSO vessel in the North Sea, one of the
largest FPSO vessels in the world, that is a continuation of offshore
equipment project & design development.
KKM was recognized as the best domestic producer of pump and
compressor equipment in 2014 according to a survey, hold by the
State Duma Energy Committee among oil & gas companies in
Russia.
KKM and KMPO signed a strategic cooperation agreement in the
field of development and production of equipment for gas
transportation units (GPU) and compressor stations.
Bobruisk Machine Building Plant completed modernization of its
machine workshop to increase the quality and quantity of products
and decrease production costs. There were four multi-function
machining centers installed: HNK VTC-12/16 3-Axis vertical turning
lathe (Dynamic International, South Korea) with multiple machining

Sibnefteavtomatika (Sibna) designed, produced and delivered an
aircraft fuel systems testing bed. It is a part of an integrated test
facility, which is capable of simulating the entire range of flight loads
and operating data (pressure, temperature, roll and pitch, G force,
etc.) that impact on the aircraft fuel system while the aircraft is in
flight.
HMS Group withdrew Standard & Poor’s credit rating.
NEM completed the delivery of electrically driven pumps to
Rostovskaya NPP and Leningradskaya NPP-2.
Apollo completed the engineering, manufacturing and testing of a
lube oil supply system for pumps, motors, turbo gears, turbo
coupling and turbines according to the API-614 standard. Based on
the development Apollo delivered seven complete oil supply
systems to NEM for the water injection pump package for the
LUKOIL Overseas, West Qurna 2 project.
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